
JSP’s EVO®5 DualSwitch™ is fully certified to both EN397 and EN12492, with the 
ability to change between the two standards easily at the flick of a switch. 
JSP have delivered an innovative helmet which can be used at 
ground level (EN397) or at height (EN12492).

The chinstrap release force of 
EN397 is between 15-25kg 
(Approx). This limits the risk of 
choking, the chinstrap has been 
designed to release if snagged.

The chinstrap release force of 
EN12492 is greater than 50kg, 
(Approx). This limits the risk of 
losing the helmet during a fall.

TWO 
STANDARDS
ONE SWITCH

WORKING 
ON THE GROUND

 EN397
 EN50365
 ANSI / ISEA Z89.1

WORKING 
AT HEIGHT

 EN12492
 ANSI / ISEA Z89.1

VIDEO &
INFORMATION
http://bit.ly/DualSwitch
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 TOUGH ABS SHELL
The EVO®5 safety helmet features an extremely robust 
ABS shell designed for superior protection. It features 
a distinctive five stripe design and the JSP Shield, an 
internationally recognised symbol of quality.

 CR2
CR2 is the biggest step-up in night time visibility 
/ reflectivity of head protection to date. A high 
intensity reflective material offering, on average, 
60% more reflectivity than standard reflective 
clothing. CR2 is optional.

 VENTILATION
The shell and EPP liner are vented to increase 
comfort and allow a cooling air flow, reducing 
helmet temperatures by an average 2-3 degrees.

ACCESSORIES
Universal attachment slots enable fitting of Surefit™ 
safety visors and Sonis® ear defenders. EVOSpec® 
integrated eyewear. Lamp bracket & business card 
holder. The Visilite® helmet wearer illumination system 
can also be fitted to increase low light visibility.

 EPP LINER
Our robust Expanded Polypropylene (EPP) liner 
ensures class leading impact attenuation, 
offering side, front and rear impact protection, 
as required in EN12492.

 SECURE FIT
Featuring a fully adjustable 4-point chinstrap, 
an easy to use Revolution® wheel ratchet and 
a 3D adjustment harness, which offers 1-2-3 
point depth settings for a perfect fit.

KM 579403
BS EN 12492
BS EN 397
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Harness material

Impact liner material

Shell material

Weight

Size range

+50°C -40°C

Electrical insulation 

Four-point chinstrap

Lateral deformation

Impact resistance

ANSI / ISEA Z89.1

EN50365

EN12492

EN397

LDPE

EPP

ABS

440g

53 x 64cm
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configuration
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100 Joules

 
When in EN397 
configuration

EVO®5 DUALSWITCH™ FEATURES 
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